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INTRODUCTION

PART ONE : THE WORLD OF CHRISTIAN PHENOMENA

1 OBJECTS SACRED TO CHRISTIANS
i : NATURAL OBJECTS
(1) The stone, mountain , earth , water, fire and storm
(2) The sun, moon, stars, heaven and light
(3) Trees and plants
(4) Animals and nature

2 OBJECTS SACRED TO CHRISTIANS 2: ARTEFACTS
(1) Common forms of cult object made by hand
(2) The image and its forms
(3) Iconic and anti-iconic tendencies
(4) Sacred dress and sacred colour

3 SACRED SPACE IN THE CHRISTIAN TRADITION
(1) The open space
(2) The covered space

(a) The cave
(b) The house and home
(c) The house of God

(3) The place of pilgrimage
(4) Heaven as sacred space
(5) Orientation in sacred space
(6) Sacred space and sacred way

4 SACRED TIME AND NUMBER IN CHRISTIANITY
(1) The substratum of nature festivals
(2) Celebrating the saving events
(3) The sacred year
(4) The world aeon
(5) The sacred number



5 CHRISTIAN SACRED ACTION i : PURIFICATION 75
(1) Elements of cultic action
(2) Driving away dangerous powers
(3) Rites of elimination
(4) Rites of purification
(5) Purification by blood
(6) Mortification of the flesh
(7) Chastity and celibacy

6 CHRISTIAN SACRED ACTION 2: SACRIFICE 94
(1) The gift sacrifice
(2) The offering of incense
(3) Blood sacrifice and human sacrifice
(4) Substitute sacrifice
(5) Sacrifice of sexuality
(6) The spiritualization of sacrifice
(7) The one blood sacrifice

7 CHRISTIAN SACRED ACTION 3: UNIFICATION 106
(1) Dramatic presentation and imitation
(2) The touch and the kiss
(3) Anointing with oil
(4) The laying on of hands
(5) The sacred dance
(6) Sexual union
(7) Incorporation of a sacred substance
(8) The sacramental meal
(9) The covenant

8 THE SACRED WORD 1: FROM THE DEITY 132
(1) Forms of the sacred word

(a) Singing, murmuring and the cadence
(b) Extemporizing and lallation
(c) The sacred language

(2) The oracle and the prophetic word
(3) The mythic word
(4) The sacred legend
(5) Didaskalia, parable and allegory
(6) Dogma and creed, law and sermon

9 THE SACRED WORD 2: TO THE DEITY 155
(1) Primordial sounds, blessing and cursing
(2) The oath and the compulsive prayer
(3) Invocation and confession



(4) Adoration, praise and thanksgiving
(5) Confession of faith, sacrificial formula and vow
(6) Supplication and intercession
(7) The word to and from the Deity
(8) Sacred silence

10 CHRISTIAN SACRED WRITINGS 174
(1) The sacredness of the written word
(2) Forms and bearers of canonical writings
(3) The divine origin of sacred writings
(4) The inerrancy of Scripture
(5) The dogmatic interpretation of Scripture
(6) Mystical exegesis of Scripture
(7) Biblical criticism

11 THE SACRED PERSON IN THE CHRISTIAN TRADITION 1 186
(1) The person as sacred
(2) The sacred ruler
(3) The priest
(4) The ascetic, monk and nun

12 THE SACRED PERSON IN THE CHRISTIAN TRADITION 2 204
(1) The prophet as sacred person
(2) The teacher
(3) The mystic
(4) The martyr
(5) The saint
(6) The person in need
(7) Woman as sacred
(8) The dead

13 THE CHRISTIAN SACRED COMMUNITY 224
(1) Forms of sacred community

(a) Marriage, family, ethnic group
(b) Caste
(c) The state
(d) Men’s and women’s societies and cult groups
(e) Religious orders
(f) The prophetic religions

(2) The Christian Church as sacred community
(3) Independent Christian communities
(4) The spiritual church
(5) The splitting and unification of the Church
(6) The union of all religions



PART TWO : THE WORLD OF CHRISTIAN CONCEPTS

14 THE DEITY
(1) The many and the one: the way of causation
(2) The supreme good: the way of eminence
(3) The wholly other : the way of negation
(4) Personalism and impersonalism in the concept of deity

15 CREATION
(1) Concepts of creation
(2) Spirit beings and angels
(3) Evil spirits and demons
(4) Human beings

16 REVELATION
(1) Mystical and prophetic forms of revelation
(2) The Christian revelation
(3) The virgin birth
(4) The idea of a universal revelation
(5) Miracles

17 SALVATION
(1) The saviour
(2) The benefits of salvation
(3) The way of salvation

18 ETERNAL LIFE
(1) Continuation of earthly life
(2) The idea of recompense
(3) Life with God and in God
(4) Salvation religions’ concepts of the beyond
(5) Concepts of the beyond in Christianity

PART THREE : THE WORLD OF CHRISTIAN EXPERIENCE

19 BASIC FORMS
(1) Awe
(2) Fear
(3) Faith , trust , confidence
(4) Hope
(5) Love
(6) Peace
(7)  Joy
(8) Eagerness to communicate, zeal



20 SUPERNORMAL FORMS
(1) Inspiration
(2) Visions and auditions
(3) Conversion
(4) Ecstasy
(5) Outward action
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